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Abstract
A new model reference adaptive system based estimation technique for vector control of
real and reactive power of a brushless doubly fed reluctance generator without a shaft
position sensor is proposed. The rotor speed is being precisely observed in a closed-loop
manner by eliminating the error between the measured and estimated inverter-fed (secondary) winding current angles in a stationary frame. Contrary to the existing model reference adaptive system observer designs reported in the brushless doubly fed reluctance
generator literature, the reference model is entirely parameter-free and only utilises direct
measurements of the secondary currents. Furthermore, the current estimates coming from
the adaptive model are obtained using the measured voltages and currents of the gridconnected (primary) winding, which has provided prospects for much higher accuracy and
superior overall performance. The realistic simulations, preliminary experimental results,
and the accompanying parameter sensitivity studies have shown the great controller potential for typical operating conditions of variable speed wind turbines with maximum power
point tracking.

INTRODUCTION

A conventional slip-ring doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG), and its brushless alternative (BDFG), allow the use
of a partially-rated power converter in wind power applications, which is not only low cost but also more reliable than
a fully-rated counterpart of electrically-excited or permanent
magnet synchronous generators [1, 2]. The BDFG is an attractive maintenance-free solution and it overcomes the main DFIG
limitations by the absence of brush gear. It has two standard
sinusoidally distributed stator windings of different pole numbers and applied frequencies as shown in Figure 1. The primary
is connected to a fixed voltage and frequency grid, whereas the
secondary is back-to-back converter fed at controllable voltage
and frequency. The bi-directional power flow on the secondary
side enables the BDFG operation in super- or sub-synchronous
speed modes. The indirect magnetic coupling between the windings for the torque production is provided by the rotor with the
pole number equal to the sum of the stator pole-pairs [3]. This
makes the BDFG ‘natural’ synchronous speed half that of the
equivalent DFIG. Hence, a more efficient, compact medium

speed two-stage gearbox can be used for BDFG turbines [4,
5] bringing significant reliability and economic advantages over
DFIG drive trains using a complicated three-stage one [6]. Furthermore, the BDFG has been proven to have superior low
voltage fault ride through capabilities to DFIG due to the relatively higher leakage inductances [7, 8], as well as the potential
for competitive frequency support provision [9].
A modern cage-less reluctance rotor version of the BDFG,
the brushless doubly-fed reluctance generator (BDFRG), presented in Figure 1 is particularly promising [10, 11]. It can
offer better efficiency, facilitated less parameter dependent
dynamic modelling and much simpler control compared to
the cage induction rotor counterpart with nested-loop structures [12–14]. The latest state-of-the-art hybrid reluctance rotor
designs with assistive conductive bars have augmented further
the torque density and efficiency [15].
Two distinct control concepts have been considered for
the BDFRG [16]: hysteresis control (HC) [17, 18], and vector
control (VC) [19, 20]. Variable switching rates and higher total
harmonic distortion are the known drawbacks of direct power
HC strategies. VC can resolve these issues offering superior
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The BDFRG wind turbine: Parameters and Ratings

TABLE 1

FIGURE 1

A BDFRG-based wind energy conversion system schematic

power quality and has been widely adopted for wind energy
conversion systems (WECS). However, the utilisation of shaft
encoders for voltage or flux oriented VC undermines the
mechanical robustness and reliability. The development of rotor
position and/or speed estimation techniques for sensorless
operation of both DFIG [21–24] and BDFRG [25–28] has
been getting increasingly popular for this reason.
A Luenberger observer has been effectively used to estimate
the rotor speed and position for field oriented control (FOC) of
the BDFRG [25, 26]. However, this method is highly parameter dependent, and sensitivity analyses have not been done.
The alternative MRAS speed observers with the same dedicated controller as in ref. [25] are presented in refs. [27–29].
The secondary-flux estimation is prone to the well-known backemf integration errors caused by the more pronounced resistive
effects at low fundamental frequency converter voltages and
currents in much the same manner as with the rotor winding
of DFIGs [21]. For this reason, it has been unable to guarantee
the controller stability over the entire speed range [27]. Using
the secondary reactive [28] or real power [29] as the reference
model basis has improved the MRAS observer performance.
However, the adaptive model in ref. [28] relies on all self and
mutual inductances of the machine, being particularly sensitive
to the secondary one, which is difficult to determine accurately
by off-line testing due to the large leakage of the BDFRG secondary winding [30]. In contrast, the real power based MRAS
presented in ref. [29] requires only the secondary resistance (Rs )
and mutual inductance knowledge. As such, it is less parameter
dependent than that in ref. [28]. However, the parameter sensitivity analysis is only performed to Rs variations, but not to
the mutual inductance uncertainties, the latter being crucial for
the observer performance. The MRAS observer designs in refs.
[31, 32] bring additional advantages by introducing the measurable secondary currents as the reference model outputs, while
the corresponding estimates are entirely based on the primary
quantities at fixed line frequency. However, the requirement for
the flux identification and resistance (Rp ) knowledge of the primary winding is the main drawback of the adaptive models in
refs.[31, 32]. Furthermore, the associated results are produced
for a small BDFRG prototype with relatively limited industrial
interest for wind power applications.

Parameter

Value

Power (MW)

1.5

Primary voltage (V rms)

Vp = 690

Secondary voltage (V rms)

Vs = 230

Primary current (kA rms)

Ip = 1.1

Secondary current (kA rms)

Is = 1.2

Stator resistance (mΩ)

Rp = 7 , Rs = 14.2

Stator self-inductance (mH)

Lp = 4.7 , Ls = 5.7

Mutual inductance (mH)

Lm = 4.5

Stator pole-pairs

pp = 4, ps = 2

Winding connections

Y/Y

Generator speed (rev/min)

nrm = 30𝜔rm ∕𝜋 = 600

Turbine speed (rev/min)

nt = 30𝜔t ∕𝜋 = 20

Gearbox ratio

g = 30

This paper presents a novel rotor angular velocity and position MRAS observer for encoder-less vector control of the
grid-connected BDFRG. A simpler implementation and inferior
parameter sensitivity are achieved in comparison with the state
observer in refs.[25, 26]. The absence of troublesome secondary
flux estimation in the low frequency region makes it clearly
superior to that in ref. [27]. The measured secondary current
stationary-frame components used as the reference model outputs can provide higher reliability and fewer parameter dependence than the MRAS observers in refs.[28, 29]. Moreover, the
proposed primary power based adaptive model design overcomes the limitations of the counterparts in refs. [31, 32] by
avoiding the primary voltage integration issues and the need for
Rp in flux calculations, hence offering improved accuracy and
easier implementation. The small-signal analysis of the parameter mismatches and the excellent controller response are supported by the realistic simulation and experimental studies of a
large-scale wind turbine.

2

BDFRG OPERATION

The key rotor angular velocity and position relationships for
the BDFRG with the 𝜔p supply frequency of the primary and
𝜔s for the secondary winding, can be written as [19, 20, 25]:
𝜔rm =

𝜔p + 𝜔s
pr

=

𝜔p
pr

𝜃rm =

(

𝜔
1+ s
𝜔p

𝜃p + 𝜃 s
pp + ps

)

=

(
)
𝜔s
= 𝜔syn 1 +
,
𝜔p

𝜃p + 𝜃 s
pr

,

(1)

(2)

where pp and ps denote the windings pole pairs, and
pr = pp + ps is the rotor poles number. Figure 2 illustrates the
meanings of 𝜃p and 𝜃s reference frames angles in Equation (2).
When the secondary is DC (i.e 𝜔s = 0), the BDFRG operates in
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FIGURE 2

3

The BDFRG sensorless primary-voltage oriented controller: (A) Block scheme; (B) Phasor diagram

Therefore, for a typical r = 2, the secondary frequency is limited
to 𝜔s = 𝜔p ∕3 and Ps ≈ 0.25Pm from Equation (3). This implies
that a fractional converter can be used by analogy to DFIG.

3
DYNAMIC MODELLING
AND CONTROL
FIGURE 3 Reference power flow and field distribution in the simulated
8/4-pole BDFRG with a 6-pole multi-barrier rotor design [9]

synchronous mode at 𝜔syn , which is half that of a pr -pole DFIG
given Equation (1). Thus, the BDFRG can be classified as a
medium-speed machine requiring a two-stage gearbox unlike
the vulnerable three-stage one with DFIG wind turbines [33].
The mechanical power input of the BDFRG for the maximum wind energy extraction in steady-state can be expressed
using Equation (1) as follows:
Pm = Te ⋅ 𝜔rm

)
(
𝜔p
Te ⋅ 𝜔s
,
=
+
= Ps ⋅ 1 +
pr
pr
𝜔s
⏟ ⏟ ⏟ ⏟⏟⏟
Te ⋅ 𝜔p
Pp

(3)

v p = Rp i p +

v s = Rs i s +

𝜔p + 𝜔s
𝜔max
𝜔
r −1
.
=
⟹ s =
𝜔min
𝜔p − 𝜔s
𝜔p
r +1

(4)

d𝜆p
dt
d𝜆s
dt

+ j 𝜔p 𝜆p ,

(5)

+ j 𝜔s 𝜆s ,

(6)

𝜆p = Lp i p + Lm i ∗sm = Lp (ipd + jipq ) + Lm (imd − jimq ), (7)
Lm ∗
𝜆 = 𝜎Ls i s + 𝜆m ,
Lp p

(8)

) 3 (
)
3 (
pr 𝜆pd ipq –𝜆pq ipd = pr 𝜆md isq –𝜆mq isd ,
2
2

(9)

𝜆s = Ls i s + Lm i ∗pm = 𝜎Ls i s +

Ps

where the electro-magnetic torque (Te < 0) and the primary
power (Pp < 0) with the assumed motoring (BDFRM) convention. The bi-directional flow of the secondary power (Ps ) allows
the machine operation above and below the synchronous speed,
i.e. in super-synchronous mode (𝜔s > 0) when Ps < 0, and at
sub-synchronous speeds (𝜔s < 0) for Ps > 0 as shown in Figure 3.
If a variable speed range of the BDFRG wind turbine is symmetric around 𝜔syn , i.e. [𝜔min = 𝜔syn − Δ𝜔r , 𝜔max = 𝜔syn +
Δ𝜔r ], it can be defined by the following ratio:
r=

The BDFRG(M) d − q model in rotating reference frames (Figure 2(B)) can be represented by the following set of equations
using standard space vector notation [19, 20]:

Te =

where Lm is the magnetising inductance, Lp and Ls are the pri2
∕(Lp Ls ) is
mary and secondary self-inductances, 𝜎 = 1 − Lm
the leakage coefficient, 𝜆m is the mutual flux linkage, and the
superscript ‘*’ denotes complex conjugate [34].
It is important to emphasise that 𝜔p rotating i sm is the frequency (but not amplitude) modulated secondary current vector
(i s ) running at 𝜔s as shown in Figure 2(B). Furthermore, the relative angular displacements and magnitudes of i sm and i s from
the respective flux vectors 𝜆p and 𝜆m are the same so the following relationship applies in the corresponding reference frames
under FOC conditions (i.e. with the dp -axis aligned with 𝜆p , and
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FIGURE 4

The proposed MRAS observer: (A) Block scheme; (B) Phasor diagram

FIGURE 5

(A) Aerodynamic and mechanical WECS models; (B) Turbine output power and Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) curve

the ds -axis with 𝜆m ) [19, 20, 25]:
i sm = imd + jimq = ism e j 𝛾 ⇔ i s = isd + jisq = is e j 𝛾 .
⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟
⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⏟
dp −qp frame

(10)

ds −qs frame

The fundamental power expressions, Pp = 1.5 ⋅ Re{v p i ∗p } and

Qp = 1.5 ⋅ Im{v p i ∗p }, can be simplified by aligning the qp -axis
with the primary voltage vector (i.e vpq = vp , vpd = 0) as
depicted in Figure 2. Hence, Pp = 1.5vp ipq and Qp = 1.5vp ipd .
However, as ipd and ipq are the dp − qp frame components
and cannot be varied directly, Pp and Qp should be expressed
in terms of the corresponding controllable secondary current
counterparts, isd and isq in the ds − qs frame. Neglecting the
winding resistance (Rp ), which is a valid approximation for large
generators, the key FOC form relations can be developed by
using Equations (5) and (7) with 𝜆pd ≈ 𝜆p = vp ∕𝜔p , 𝜆pq ≈ 0,
and imd = isd and imq = isq from Equation (10):
3
3 𝜆pq + Lm imq
3 Lm
Pp = vp ipq =
vp ≈
v i ,
2
2
Lp
2 Lp p sq
3vp
3
3 𝜆pd − Lm imd
Qp = vp ipd =
vp ≈
2
2
Lp
2Lp

(

vp
𝜔p

(11)

)
− Lm isd ,
(12)

Note that ignoring Rp not only allows straightforward, yet
reasonably accurate, calculations of the primary flux magnitude (𝜆p ≈ vp ∕𝜔p ), but significant simplifications, and a faster
execution, of the observer-control algorithm by avoiding to
deal with the voltage integration issues (e.g. dc offset) to identify 𝜆pq and 𝜆pd in Equations (11) and (12). Furthermore,
since vp and 𝜔p are both constant, Pp and Qp can be controlled in an inherently decoupled manner through isq and
isd respectively as illustrated in Figure 2(A). The inductance
knowledge is not required for this purpose as any uncertainties can be effectively taken care of by the properly tuned
PI regulators as will be shown by the results presented in
Section 5.

4

MRAS OBSERVER DESIGN

In a MRAS observer, the rotor speed information is
retrieved by comparing the actual state variables and
their rotor position dependent estimates generated by the
reference and adaptive models, respectively. A suitable
adaptation mechanism is devised to drive the differential between the models outputs to zero, which is a prerequisite for the algorithm to converge. Hence, an accurate speed estimation is possible in a stable, closed-loop
fashion [35].
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FIGURE 6

Sensorless operation of the grid-connected BDFRG wind turbine with MRAS observer based MPPT and reactive power control
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FIGURE 7

Observer response to power surges at 11 m/s wind speed

FIGURE 8

BDFRG performance for a realistic wind speed profile.
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FIGURE 9

Parameter mismatch: L̂ m = 0.7 Lm , L̂ p = 0.8 Lp
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FIGURE 10

Parameter mismatch: L̂ m = 1.1 Lm , L̂ p = 1.2 Lp
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FIGURE 11

Lm mismatch studies: L̂ m = 0.8 Lm , L̂ p = Lp

FIGURE 12

Primary resistance variation by 200% at 11 m/s wind speed
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The error between the reference and adaptive model outputs (𝜀) under different test conditions

Under the FOC conditions according to Equation (10), the
magnetically coupled secondary currents in the 𝜔p frame, îmq
and îmd , are mirror images of the actual ones in the 𝜔s frame,
îsq and îsd , and they can be estimated from the measured Pp and
Qp using Equations (11) and (12):
îmq = îsq ≈

L̂ p

(vp𝛼 ip𝛼 + vp𝛽 ip𝛽 ),
vp L̂ m ⏟⎴⎴⎴⏟⎴⎴⎴⏟

(14)

2
P
3 p

îmd = îsd ≈

vp
𝜔p L̂ m

−

L̂ p

(vp𝛽 ip𝛼 − v p𝛼 ip𝛽 ),
vp L̂ m ⏟⎴⎴⎴⏟⎴⎴⎴⏟

(15)

2
Q
3 p

FIGURE 14

4.1

A HIL apparatus for the BDFRG wind turbine emulation

Reference and adaptive models

v p = vp e j (𝜃p +𝜋∕2) = vp𝛼 + jvp𝛽 =

The proposed MRAS observer layout is presented in Figure 4(A). The secondary current components in a stationary
𝛼 − 𝛽 frame are used as the reference model outputs. The obvious advantages of such a selection are the complete parameter
independence and high current sensor-alike accuracy afforded
by the immediately accessible is𝛼 and is𝛽 from measurements.
For a star-connected secondary winding with a positive phase
sequence and an isolated neutral point, the latter can be calculated as:
i s = is e j 𝛿 = is𝛼 + jis𝛽 = isa + j

isa + 2isb
.
√
3

where L̂ m and L̂ p are the inductance estimates and (Figure 2(B)):

(13)

v
vab + vac
+ j √bc
3
3

(16)

A common ds − qs to 𝛼 − 𝛽 frame conversion transformation, i 𝛼𝛽 = i dq e j 𝜃s , can now be applied to derive:
îs𝛼 = îsd cos(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ) − îsq sin(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ),

(17)

îs𝛽 = îsd sin(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ) + îsq cos(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ),

(18)

where 𝜃̂s = 𝜃̂r − 𝜃p (Figure 4(B)) and 𝜃̂r = pr 𝜃̂rm are the estimated secondary frame and rotor ‘electrical’ positions.
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The error between the reference and adaptive model outputs is defined as the cross product of the true and estimated
secondary-current vectors of the form:
𝜀=

îs × i s
is2

=

îs ⋅ is
is2

sin𝛿err =

îs𝛼 is𝛽 − îs𝛽 is𝛼
2
2
is𝛼
+ is𝛽

,

(19)

where 𝛿err = 𝛿 − 𝛿̂ is their angular phase displacement (Figure 4(B)). By continuously updating the adaptive model with
the improved position estimates as shown in Figure 4(B), 𝛿err
should eventually converge to zero when the estimated (îs ) and
actual (is ) current vectors overlap both rotating at 𝜔s . An adaptive scheme is developed on the basis of a small signal analysis
of 𝜀 with the following approximations in steady-state, 𝛿err ≈ 0,
cos 𝛿err ≈ 1 and îs ≈ is :
(
)
îs ⋅ is
d𝛿 d𝛿̂
d𝛿 d𝛿̂
d𝜀
= 𝜀̇ = 2 cos 𝛿err
−
≈
−
,
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
is
≈ 𝜔s − 𝜔̂ s = (𝜔r − 𝜔p ) − (𝜔̂ r − 𝜔p ) = Δ𝜔r,
𝜀≈

∫

(𝜔r − 𝜔̂ r ) dt =

𝜔r − 𝜔̂ r
Δ𝜔r
=
.
s
s

(20)

(21)

A prerequisite for the small-signal stability of the closedloop MRAS observer (i.e 𝜀̇ ≈ 0) would be satisfied if Δ𝜔r ≈ 0
in Equation (20). The required damping and zero steady-state
error for the estimation response are achieved by using a PI as
the adaptation mechanisms for MRAS [35]. This PI controller
is designed based on Equation (21) to drive 𝜀 to zero. Dividing 𝜀 by is2 provides a straightforward on-line adaptive PI tuning under variable loading conditions of the BDFRG. The raw
angular velocity estimates (𝜔̂ r ) generated by the observer are further processed using a low-pass filter to improve the quality of
the corresponding mechanical output (𝜔̂ rm ), which is necessary
for accurate MPPT as illustrated in Figures 4(A) and 5(A).
The 𝜃̂r is estimated by integrating the 𝜔̂ r signal by analogy
to a conventional technique used for incremental encoders. A
conventional PLL, shown in Figure 4(A), is used to obtain the
angular frequency (𝜔p ) and phase (𝜃p ) of sinusoidal three-phase
primary voltages in a rotating d − q frame as detailed in ref. [36].
This PLL is designed for normal stiff grid conditions considered
in this paper, and it can effectively eradicate noise and dc-offset
in voltage measurements. The impact of weak grids on the PLL
performance is studied in refs. [37, 38] and the corresponding
methods are presented in ref. [39].

4.2

FIGURE 15 Oscillograms of the BDFRG and controller response to sudden primary power variations at 11 m/s wind speed

Parameter knowledge uncertainties

The machine parameter dependence of the adaptive model is
evident from Equations (14)–(18) used to estimate the secondary 𝛼𝛽 currents. Therefore, any mismatch between the
applied (L̂ m,p ) and actual Lm,p values, caused by off-line testing
inaccuracies, magnetic saturation or otherwise, can influence the
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observer performance in different ways. For instance, the îsq and
îsd estimates using Equations (14) and (15) are prone to errors
in L̂ p ∕L̂ m , the latter also being affected by L̂ m . The situation
is even worse for îs𝛼 and îs𝛽 coming from Equations (17) and
(18) where further estimation inaccuracies can be introduced by
erroneous 𝜃̂r . In order to illustrate the effects of all these variations on the position estimation quality, Equations (17) and (18)
can be manipulated into a more insightful single equation of the
form:

tan(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ) = tan 𝜃̂s =

îsd
îsq

tan 𝛿̂ − 1
,

(22)

Qp
Qp
3vp2
Vp2
îsd
=
−
=
−
,
Pp
Pp
îsq
2𝜔p L̂ p Pp
X̂ p Pp

(23)

îsd
îsq

+ tan 𝛿̂

where using Equations (14) and (15):

Substituting now for Equation (23), Equation (22) can be further developed as follows:
tan(𝜃̂r − 𝜃p ) =
⏟⏟⏟
𝜃̂s

Vp2 tan 𝛿̂ − X̂ p ⋅ (Qp tan 𝛿̂ + Pp )
Vp2 + X̂ p ⋅ (Pp tan 𝛿̂ − Qp )

.

îs𝛽
îs𝛼

≈ tan 𝛿 =

is𝛽
is𝛼

⇔

îs𝛽
is𝛽

≈

îs𝛼
î
≈ s ≠ 1.
is𝛼
is

Δ𝜃r = 𝜃r − 𝜃̂r = (𝜃s + 𝜃p ) − (𝜃̂s + 𝜃p ) = 𝜃s − 𝜃̂s = Δ𝜃s
(26)

5

SIMULATION RESULTS

The MRAS observer (Figure 4(A)) is applied to achieve the
sensorless control (Figure 2(A)) of the BDFRG-based WECS
(Figure 5(A)) simulated in Simulink®. The following practical effects were incorporated to make the simulations as realistic as possible: discrete-time implementation, high frequency
white noise and transducer dc offset in the measured signals,
and detailed IGBT power-electronics converter models. A family of typical GE®turbine characteristics for various wind and
generator speeds, including the MPPT trajectory, used for the
simulation studies are displayed in Figure 5(B) [40, 41]. The
BDFRG wind turbine specifications can be found in Table 1
and its optimised ‘ducted’ rotor design details (Figure 3) in
ref. [9].

(24)

5.1

The MRAS satisfies Equation (24) by maintaining 𝜀 ≈ 0 in
steady-state regardless of the inductance mismatch. Thus, the
estimated (îs ) and actual (i s ) secondary current vectors are
always nearly in phase (i.e. 𝛿err ≈ 0) rotating at the same velocity
𝜔̂ s ≈ 𝜔s , albeit with different magnitudes (îs ≠ is ) as shown in
Figure 4(B) so that 𝛿̂ ≈ 𝛿 or:
tan 𝛿̂ =

hence îs ≠ is within the constraints defined by Equation (25);
Equation (2) manifests itself as a misalignment between the
estimated (d̂s − q̂ s ) and actual (ds − qs ) secondary frames
(Figure 4(B)) as formulated below:

(25)

The wrong L̂ p causes the rotor position estimation (𝜃̂r )
errors, which can be understood from Equations (22)–(24).
Namely, with the tan 𝛿̂ estimates being fairly accurate by the
MRAS strategy as mentioned above, the 𝜃̂r inaccuracies coming
from Equations (22) and (24) are essentially induced by the
incorrect îsd ∕îsq due to the erroneous X̂ p = 𝜔p L̂ p values in
Equation (23) considering that both the line-to-line rms voltage
(Vp ) and angular frequency (𝜔p ) are fixed by the primary winding grid connection. It may be easily concluded from Equations
(23) and (24) that for a given operating point determined by
Pp and Qp , the larger the X̂ p , the lower îsd ∕îsq and 𝜃̂r become.
Therefore, in case of deviations from the exact Xp , a smaller 𝜃̂r
error (Δ𝜃r ) would be produced if X̂ p > Xp than for X̂ p < Xp .
Also, note from Equation (22) that since 𝜃̂r − 𝜃p = 𝜃̂s , Δ𝜃r :
Equation (1) propagates to Equations (17) and (18) bringing
additional errors in îs𝛼 and îs𝛽 making îs𝛼 ≠ is𝛼 , îs𝛽 ≠ is𝛽 ,

Variable speed wind energy conversion

Figure 6 illustrates the precise rotor speed (̂nrm ) and position (𝜃̂r )
estimation and effective power control in a desired base speed
range of the WECS. The wind profile with a fast slew rate of
±1 m/s is chosen to examine the MRAS observer performance
during deceleration from 600 rev/min through the synchronous
500 rev/min and down to 350 rev/min followed by an acceleration back to the rated 600 rev/min. The absolute speed error
(Δnrm ) does not exceed 2.5 rev/min with about 1 rev/min mean
throughout. This small dc offset has been introduced by the
first-order low-pass filter used to handle the noisy 𝜔̂ r ∕pr estimates coming from the observer (Figure 4(A)) as shown in the
zoomed snapshot on the speed sub-plot. Such a filtering has
been necessary for reliable MPPT as per Figure 5(A). The 𝜃̂r values for the observed 𝜔̂ r are accurate to Δ𝜃r ≈ 0.6◦ electrical and
pr times less, i.e. 0.1◦ mechanical (not shown), in average. For
this test, the BDFRG is operated at unity power factor (Qpref = 0
in Figure 2(A)) resulting in the virtually constant isd ≈ 0.4 kA
and zero ipd given Equation (12) with the machine magnetisation being entirely provided from the secondary side. The power
producing isq and ipq change proportionally to the Pp variations
considering Equation (11). Note that the secondary power (Ps )
is indeed bi-directional in nature as indicated in Figure 3 to balance out the difference between the required MPPT reference
input (Pmref ) and respective primary winding share (Ppref ) according to Equation (3) and Figure 5(A). The Ps waveform shows
that the BDFRG converter injects power (i.e. Ps < 0) to the
grid in the super-synchronous region (i.e. above 500 rev/min)
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and consumes (i.e. Ps > 0) in the sub-synchronous mode (i.e.
below 500 rev/min). The adaptive model can obviously produce
the majority of quality îs𝛼 and îs𝛽 outputs judging by |is − îs | ≈
0.01 kA and |𝛿err | ≤ 1◦ (Figure 4(B)) in average sense. Such a
high estimation accuracy, coupled with very little error in 𝜃̂r ,
hence the secondary frame angles (𝜃̂s ) bearing in mind Equation (26), imply the smooth, intrinsically decoupled power (current) control as expected from Equations (11) and (12). This
can be clearly seen from the Pp and Qp curves, and the closely
related isq ≈ ipq and isd ≈ ipd counterparts, on the pertaining
sub-plots. Another important observation from an operational
point of view is certainly the secondary winding phase sequence
reversal from positive to negative (and vice-versa while riding through the synchronous speed around 110 s this transient
being difficult to see clearly with the scaling adopted) during the
speed mode transition around 35 s time instant corresponding
to 𝜔s < 0 in Equations (1) and (3) and Figure 3.

5.2

Disturbance rejection evaluation

Since the adaptive model relies on the current–power expressions (14) and (15) to estimate the secondary current stationary frame components given by Equations (17) and (18), the
MRAS observer is subjected to Pp and Qp step changes to test its
robustness at a constant wind speed. Figure 7 shows that sudden
±0.3 MVAr/MW variations in the respective power references
(Figure 5(A)) do not affect the marginal estimation errors similar to those in Figure 6. The observer strong disturbance rejection properties reflect upon the apparently stable and decoupled power (current) control, which is visible from the Pp ≈ isq
and Qp ≈ isd waveforms by analogy to Figure 6. It is imporref
ref
= 0.4 kA and isq
= −1.32 kA caltant to emphasise that isd
culated using Equations (12) and (11) for Qpref = 0 MVAr and
Ppref = −1.05 MW and the BDFRG parameters in Table 1 are
fully consistent with the readings from the respective plots in
Figures 6 and 7 despite the fact that the BDFRG specifications
are unknown to the PI regulators in Figure 2(A) illustrating their
very good response.
Figure 8 presents another convincing evidence of the excellent BDFRG and sensorless controller performance prospects
this time considering a realistic wind speed profile with the
following data: maximum, minimum and average value of
12.6 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and 9.8 m/s, respectively. The high n̂ rm and
𝜃̂r estimation accuracy is retained throughout regardless of the
wind fluctuations, and so is the decoupled Qp control which is
largely unaffected by the speed dependent Pp variations in much
the same manner as in Figure 6.

5.3

Parameter sensitivity studies

The latest evaluation of the existing parameter identification
methods for a 8/4-pole BDFRG similar to that in Figure 3
has been made in ref. [30]. It has been found that a less than
10% correlation generally exists between the laboratory tests

and finite elements analyses predictions for Lm , and below 5%
for Lp . Yet, a mismatch ranging from −30% to 10% has been
assumed in L̂ m and ±20% in L̂ p to assess the MRAS observer
robustness potential. A fixed wind speed of 11 m/s and ±0.3
MVAr/MW step changes in the power reference signals have
been simulated under the same operating conditions as in Figure 7, generated using the exact Lm and Lp from Table 1,
for comparisons.
Figure 9 shows the results when 30% and 20% reductions
relative to the actual Lm and Lp of the BDFRG have been
applied for the MRAS observer calculations (i.e. L̂ m = 0.7Lm
and L̂ p = 0.8Lp ). The adaptive model, structured around Equations (19)–(21), maintains 𝜀 ≈ 0 under all circumstances making the maximum |𝛿err | < 1.4◦ and only about 0.6◦ in average, whereas Δnrm ≈ 2 rev/min or less. It should be noted that
these figures are all near or at the ‘ideal’ levels in Figure 7 no
matter the significant deviations in L̂ m and L̂ p . However, the
underestimated L̂ m has a trade-off in the more pronounced
sensitivity of Equations (14) and (15), the latter in particular as
being only dependent on and inversely proportional to L̂ m for
Qpref = 0, hence increased errors in îsq but foremost îsd , and further in îs𝛼 and îs𝛽 through Equations (17) and (18), and finally
|is − îs | ≈ 0.23 kA in average. The higher mean Δ𝜃r ≈ 4◦ , with
𝜃̂r taking part in Equations (17) and (18), is another contributing
factor to the îs digression. It is important to point out that Δ𝜃r ,
which is carried over to the secondary frame angular misalignment (Δ𝜃s ) given Equation (26), is exclusively a consequence of
L̂ p underestimation according to Equation (24) as detailed in
Section 4.2. Although the accuracy of îs and 𝜃̂r estimates has
worsened compared to the situation in Figure 7, the controller
performance do not appear to be influenced by the relatively
small Δ𝜃s ≈ 4◦ incurred as demonstrated by the Pp ≈ isq and
Qp ≈ isd responses, which precisely follow their set points in a
decoupled fashion.
The implications of the L̂ m = 1.1Lm and L̂ p = 1.2Lp case
study are presented in Figure 10. A very similar estimation and
decoupled control quality to that in Figure 9 has been obtained
with the observer inherent immunity to inductance variations
when it comes to n̂ rm and 𝛿̂ predictions (Figure 4(B)). Furthermore, the Δ𝜃r = Δ𝜃s has gone down to 3◦ , i.e. by about 25%
from its average value in Figure 9, and |is − îs | more than halved
to ≈ 0.1 kA. Such a notable improvement in the accuracy of
estimates can be explained by the much lower sensitivity of the
underlying expressions, referenced in the preceding paragraph,
to the overestimated than the underestimated inductance values.
The results in Figure 11 are complementary to those in Figure 8 and are generated for the same wind speed conditions
to investigate separately the effects of L̂ m underestimation as
being more challenging for the observer to face in terms of
the sensitivity issues. Another purpose is to examine the controller disturbance rejection capabilities to Qpref step changes not
shown in Figure 8. The position error plots (Δ𝜃r = Δ𝜃s ) in the
two figures are absolutely identical proving that both 𝜃̂r and 𝜃̂s
estimates are totally independent of L̂ m variations as expected
from Equation (24). A similar observation can be made for n̂ rm ,
which exhibits only about 1 rev/min difference from the val-
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ues estimated using the exact Lm in Figure 8. The mismatched
L̂ m produces higher |is − îs | than in Figure 8 for the very same
reasons as elaborated with regard to Figure 9. However, this
causes no apparent performance degradation at such a small
Δ𝜃s ≈ 0.5◦ in average, and given the fact that the measured
(and not estimated) secondary currents are used to generate the
isd and isq feedback components for power (current) control
as shown in Figure 2(A). Therefore, it can be concluded that
the estimation accuracy of the observer key outputs, including
n̂ rm responsible for the MPPT and 𝜃̂s determining the power
control quality, is predominantly dictated by the L̂ p sensitivity.
Finally, it can be seen that the Pp waveform in Figure 11 is virtually a replica of that in Figure 8, and hence clearly undisturbed
by the varying Qp as expected from decoupled control. The
same applies to the corresponding isq profile showing no obvious signs of any disruption in response to the Qp related isd
pulses.

5.4

Primary winding resistance effects

The influence of resistance (Rp ) variations on the MRAS
observer response is presented in Figure 12. The Rp value used
in the generator model is increased by as much as 200% within
1 s time interval to mimic the real-time temperature rise of Rp .
The BDFRG is operated assuming a constant wind speed of
11 m/s, and an active power disturbance is introduced similarly
to Figure 7. This test shows that despite doubling the resistance,
the robustness and stability of the MRAS observer remain unaffected.

5.5

Stability analysis of MRAS observer

As explained in Section 4, the MRAS performance depends on
the the adaptation mechanism. The 𝜀 values coming from Equation (19) are plotted in Figure 13 for variable speed (Figure 6),
power disturbance (Figure 7) and parameter mismatches (Figures 9 and 10) conditions as indicated by the respective y-axis
labels on the graphs. A comparison of the results presented
reveals that the designed PI regulator is capable of maintaining
𝜀 very close, and down to zero in average (denoted by yellow
lines) preserving the observer stability throughout.

6

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The real-time performance of the MRAS-based sensorless
control of the 1.5 MW BDFRG WECS is evaluated by the
Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) tests as shown in Figure 14.
The algorithm in Figure 2(A) is implemented and executed in
dSPACE®[42] at 10 kHz. The experimental results presented in
Figure 15 clearly demonstrate the excellent disturbance rejection
features of the controller and high observer accuracy. The measured rotor speed and position errors are only 1.6 rev/min and
0.75◦ , respectively, which are well in line with the correspond-

13

ing simulations in Figure 7 discussed in Section 5.2. Moreover,
the simulated and HIL waveforms of the decoupled control of
primary real and reactive power, as well as the closely related
secondary qd currents given Equations (12) and (11), and the
BDFRG speed are also very similar in magnitude, as can be seen
when comparing the plots in Figures 7 and 15, both in steadystate and during transients.

7

CONCLUSIONS

A novel, robust MRAS observer for sensorless MPPT and reactive power control of the emerging, medium-speed BDFRG
wind turbine technology for grid-connected applications has
been proposed and supported by the comprehensive parameter
sensitivity studies. By virtue of its optimal configuration built
upon a small signal analysis, the observer has been proven capable of producing accurate rotor speed and position estimates
avoiding the use of a shaft-encoder. The realistic simulation
results for a large-scale custom-designed BDFRG prototype
have been underpinned by the real-time HIL experiments
showing a very promising controller performance potential.
The observer merits and contributions of this paper can be
summarised in the following main aspects:
∙ The MRAS observer is centred around a transducer accurate,
parameter-free reference model using the secondary current
measurements only, which makes a strong foundation for the
algorithm convergence. From this point of view, it provides
prospects to outperform the secondary flux or reactive power
based observers for the BDFRG in terms of the estimation
accuracy and functional stability.
∙ The adaptive model brings another significant advantage
by deriving the rotor-position dependent secondary-current
components from the measured grid voltages and currents. Although L̂ m and L̂ p have to be known for this
purpose, the calculations are done at fixed line voltage
and frequency, allowing one to obtain quality, inverter
switching ripple free estimates improving the observer
reliability.
∙ Neglecting the small Rp with large generators has
greatly simplified the primary flux identification and the
observer/controller design itself by avoiding the voltage
integration and filtering requirements.
∙ Apart from the Rp , the observer is also completely independent of all the secondary winding quantities, which are
either highly susceptible to estimation errors due to sensitivity issues (e.g. flux, L̂ s ) or they can not be measured directly
(e.g. terminal PWM inverter voltages).
∙ The stationary frame secondary current angle and the rotor
angular velocity (𝜔̂ rm ) estimates are unaffected by the L̂ m,p
uncertainties, and as such always highly accurate so is the 𝜔̂ rm
dependent MPPT.
∙ The observation process is generally much less sensitive
to the over-estimated than the under-estimated inductances,
either L̂ m or L̂ p . Hence, it is more accurate in the former case.
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∙ The rotor position errors are replicated to the secondary
frame misalignment, i.e. Δ𝜃r = Δ𝜃s . They are only caused by
the L̂ p variations and have nothing to do with L̂ m .
∙ The stationary 𝛼 − 𝛽 frame secondary currents predictions are the most erroneous in nature as being
simultaneously influenced by the estimation inaccuracies of multiple parameters, including the rotor position and individual secondary frame d − q current
components.
∙ The MPPT and reactive power PI control is inherently decoupled with excellent disturbance rejection features over the
considered speed range typical for WECS. It is parameter
independent in its own right, thus largely robust to the inductance mismatches.
The good results obtained are certainly highly encouraging
to warrant further investigations of this viable DFIG alternative for variable speed wind turbines. It is believed that with
its enhanced reliability of brushless structure, maintenance-free
sensorless operation, and the use of a compact 2-stage gearbox,
the BDFRG can be an appealing cost-effective option for future
WECS drive trains.
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